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Let M be a manifold modeled on a locally convex linear metric space E = E” (or -E;) and 
N a Z-submanifold of M. Then N is collared in M. In this paper, we study the following problem 
[l, 31: Under what conditions can M be embedded in E so that N is the topological boundary 
of M in E? We gain a more mild sufficient condition than the previous papers [7, 81 and a 
necessary and sufficient condition in the case M has the homotopy type of S” (and each component 
of N is simply connected if n 22) and in the case N has the homotopy type of S” (n 32). Also 
we obtain a necessary and sufficient condition under which M can be embedded in E so that 
bd M = N and cl(E\M) has the homotopy type of S” (we assume that M and N are simply 
connected if n z 2). 
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0. Introduction 
An infinite-dimensional manifold is a paracompact Hausdorff space admitting a 
cover by open sets homeomorphic to open subsets of a given infinite-dimensional 
(homogeneous) space called the model. An E-manifold is a manifold modeled on 
a space E. As the model space throughout this paper, let E be a locally convex 
linear metric space homeomorphic to the countable-infinite product E” of E itself 
or to the subspace ET of E” consisting of elements which have only finitely many 
non-zero co-ordinates. 
A closed subset K of an E-manifold M is a Z-set in M if for each nonempty 
homotopically trivial open set U, U\K is also non-empty and homotopically trivial. 
In an E-manifold pair (M, N), N is a Z-set in M if and only if N is collared closed 
set in M, that is, there exists an open embedding g : N X [0, 1) --, M such that g (x, 0) = x 
* The results of this paper were announced in the 1981 Autumn meeting of the Math. Sot. of Japan, 
Yamaguch, Oct. 7 and in the symposium “Shape Theory and General Topology”, Res. Inst. Math. Sci., 
Kyoto Univ., Oct. 14. 
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for each x EN (e.g., see 4-4 in [3]). Then N may be considered as a ‘boundary’ 
of a manifold M. Such a sub-E-manifold N is called a Z-submunifold of M. It is 
well known as a result of Henderson that a connected E-manifold can be embedded 
in E as an open set or/and as a closed set (e.g., see 4-3 in [3]). As Examples 1 
and 2 in [8], circumstances of manifolds embedded in the model space are quite 
different from finite-dimensional cases. In this paper, we study the following 
embedding problem ([3, (NLC 4)] and [l]): 
Problem (A). Under what conditions on the pair (M, N) can it4 be embedded in 
E so that N is the topological boundary of M in E? 
In the previous paper [7], it was seen to be sufficient that Ncontains a deformation 
retract of M. This was extended in 181. In Section 2 of this paper, we obtain a more 
mild condition including Example 4 in [8]. 
It is easily seen that if M is contractible, then for each Z-submanifold N, A4 can 
be embedded in E so that N is the topological boundary. In Section 4, we consider 
Problem (A) under some homotopical assumptions for M or N. We obtain necessary 
and sufficient conditions in the following cases: 
(1) N is contractible, 
(2) M has the homotopy type of S’, 
(3) A4 has the homotopy type of S” (n > 2) and each component of N is simply 
connected, 
(4) N has the homotopy type of S” (n 2 2). 
In Case (l), it is necessary and sufficient that M is also contractible. In Cases (2), 
(3) and (4), it is necessary and sufficient that N contains a deformation retract of M. 
In [8], we obtained a necessary and sufficient condition under which M can be 
embedded in E so that N is the topological boundary of M in E and the closure 
(or each component of the closure) of the complement of M in E is contractible, 
and we raised the following problem: 
Problem (B). Under what conditions on the pair (M, N) can M be embedded in 
E so that N is the topological boundary of M in E and the closure of the complement 
of A4 in E has the homotopy type of S”? 
In Section 5, we answer this problem, but our answer for n 3 2 is obtained under 
the assumption that M and N are simply connected. 
1. A reduction of the embedding problem 
Recall that E is a locally convex linear metric space such that’ E = E” or E = E,“. 
’ I means “homeomorphic to” for spaces and “isomorphic to” for groups. 
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By the following theorem, the embedding problem (A) is reduced to the problem 
of finding an ANR Y such that M UN Y is contractible. 
1.1. Theorem. Let M be a connected E-manifold and N a Z-submanifold of M. In 
order that M can be embedded in E so that N is the topological boundary of M in 
E, it is necessary and sufficient that there exists an ANR Y with dens(Y) < dens(E) 
which satisfies the following conditions : 
(i) Y is an E-manifold factor, i.e., Y X E is an E-manifold2, 
(ii) Y contains N as a closed set, 
(iii) M UN Y is contractible. 
Proof. (Necessity) Assume that M c E and bd M = N. From Proposition 5-6 in 
[8], we assume that N is bicollared in E. Then Y = cl(E\M) is an E-manifold. It 
is obvious that Y is an ANR with dens(Y) < dens(E) which satisfies conditions (i), 
(ii) and (iii). 
(Sufficiency) For an ANR Y with dens(Y) s dens(E) which satisfies conditions 
(i), (ii) and (iii), let 
L= Yx[O, l]uMx{O}. 
It is easy to see that L is an AR with dens(L) s dens(E) which satisfies condition 
(i), since N x(0)x E is a Z-set, and therefore collared, in Y x [0,11x E. Then 
L x E = E. Since N x (0) is collared in M X {O}, 
bdtxEM x (0) x E = (bdLM x (0)) x E 
=Nx{O}xE. 
By the relative stability theorem [8], 
(M,N)=(Mx{O}xE,Nx{O}xE). 
Thus M can be embedded in E with the topological boundary N. Cl 
1.2. Remark. In the above theorem, if there exists an ANR Y with dens( Y)c 
dens(E) which satisfies conditions (i), (ii) and (iii), then M can be embedded in E 
so that N = bd M and cl(E\M) has the homotopy type of Y. 
If K is a locally finite-dimensional (1.f.d.) simplicial complex such that the star 
st(u, K) of each vertex z, of K contains at most dens(E) simplexes, then IKI x E is 
an E-manifold, where IKI has the metric topology [9, Proposition 3.31. And each 
E-manifold is homeomorphic to such a product space [9, Theorem 3.41. We have 
the following relative version: 
’ E.g., if Y is complete-met&able in the case of E = E” or if Y can be embedded in E as a closed 
set in the case of E = E;, then Y x E is an E-manifold [9, Theorem 3.21. 
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1.3. Theorem. Each E-manifold pair (M, N) with N a Z-set in M is homeomorphic 
toapair (IKIxE,/L/xE) h w ere (K, L) is an I.f.d. simplicial complex pair such that 
card(st(u, K)) 5 dens(E) for each v E K” and (Lj is collared in (K (. 
Proof. Let f:(KI+M and g: IL1 + N be homotopy equivalences where K and L 
are simplicial complexes such that the star of each vertex contains at most dens(E) 
simplexes. Take a homotopy inverse f’ : M + IK / off an a simplicial approximation d 
h : L’+ K of f’g, where L’ is a subdivision of L. Since each component of M contains 
at most dens(E) components of N, card(h-‘(a)) =G dens(E) for each ZI E K”. Hence 
the mapping cylinder M(h) of h is a simplicial complex with card(st(v,M(h)))< 
dens(E) for each u E K”. Using the Berstein-Henderson technique (Lemma 6 in 
[lOI)> put 
i = iJ M(h)” x [n, co) and L’= U L’” x [n, oo), 
ncN IlEN 
then (2, i) is an 1.f.d. simplicial complex pair such that card(st(u, R)) =Z dens(E) 
for each u EZ’ and the projections p: II?\ +M(h) and p\ \LIl: IL’1 + IL1 are homotopy 
equivalences. Let c : IM(h)j + IKI be the collapsing, then fc 1 IL1 = flhl is homotopic 
to g in M By homotopy extension theorem, g has an extension g’: IM(h)j+M 
which homotopic to fc. Since fc is a homotopy equivalence, so is 2. Thus we have 
a homotopy equivalence of pairs gp : (II-?/, IZI) + (M, N). Using Henderson’s theorem 
(Theroem 6 in [4]) and the homeomorphism extension theorem (e.g., see [8]), it 
is easy to see that 
(M,N)=((lklx[O, l]xE,~~~x{O}xE). q 
From Theorems 1.1 and 1.3, the embedding problem (A) is equivalent to the 
following problem for an 1.f.d. simplicial complex pair (K, L) such that the star of 
each vertex contains at most 5 simplexes for some infinite cardinal 5: 
Problem (A’). Under what conditions on the pair (K, L) does there exist an 1.f.d. 
simplicial complex W such that card(st(v, W)) G ,$ for each 2, E W”, L is a subcom- 
plex of W and IK I ulLl (WI is contractible? 
2. A sufficient condition for the embedding problem (A) 
In this section, we extend the results of 17, 81. Example 4 in [8] shows the 
non-necessity of the condition of Theorem 6-l in [8] but it satisfies the condition 
of the following theorem. 
2.1. Theorem. Let M be a connected E-manifold and N a Z-submanifold of M. 
Suppose that (M, N) contains a pair (C, Co) of closed sets such that Co is an ANR 
and M/C is contractible, and that there exists a retraction r: Co + D of Co onto some 
subset D of Co such that the adjunction space C u,D is contractible. Then M can 
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be embedded in E so that N is the topological boundary of M in E (and the closure 
of the complement cl(E\M) has the homotopy type of N u, D). 
Proof. Let q: C + C u,D be the quotient map. Note that qlCO = r: Co+ D and the 
mapping cylinder M(q) = C X [0, 1) u (C u, D) contains the mapping cylinder 
M(r) = Co x [0, l] u D. Here the mapping cylinder M(q) (M(r)) has the topology 
generated by open sets of C x [0, 1) (of Co X [0, 1)) and sets 
vuq-‘(V)x(0,&) (Vur-‘(V)x(O,e)) 
where O<E < 1 and V is open in C u,D (in D). Note that M(r) is metrizable 
(e.g., see p. 273 in [S]) but M(q) is not so in general. Since C0 is an ANR, there 
are an open neighbourhood U of C, in C and a retraction s : U + C,, of U onto 
Cc,. Since q-lq (U) = U, q (U) is an open neighbourhood of q (Co) = r(C,) = D in 
C u,D. For x, x’EU, suppose q(x)=q(x’). Then x, x’EC~ or x, x’&C,. If x, 
x’ECO,thenr(x)=r(x’),sors(x)=rs(x’).Ifx,x’~Co,thenx=x’,sors(x)=rs(x’). 
Therefore a map s’ = rsq-‘: q(U) + D is well defined. This map s’ is a retraction 
because s’q(x) = rs(x) = r(x) =x for x ED. Thus we have an open neighbourhood 
fi = u X [O, 1) uq(U) 
of M(r) in M(q) and a retraction s’: fi+M(r) defined from s and s’. Note that 
q ) C\U = id. Using a standard method, it is easy to show that C uM(r) is a retract 
of M(q). Since M(q) is contractible (because so is C u,D), C uM(r) is also 
contractible. Then the pair (MUM(~), C uM(r)) is homotopically equivalent to 
the pair 
(M uM(r)/C uM(r), *) = (M/C, *) 
(cf. [8, 5-11). Hence MUM(r) is contractible because so is M/C. Since M(r), N 
and M(r) n N = Co are ANR’s so is Y = M(r) u N. And Y satisfies all conditions 
of Theorem 1.1. 0 
2.2. Corollary. Let M be a connected E-manifold and N a Z-submanifold of M. 
Suppose that M and N contain closed sets A and B, respectively, such that 
(i) A is contractible, 
(ii) B is an ANR, 
(iii) A n B is a retract of B and 
(iv) M/A v B is contractible (e.g., (iv’) A u B is a deformation retract of M). 
Then M can be embedded in E so that N is the topological boundary of M in E. 
Proof. Put C = A u B, Co = B and D =A n B, and then apply the above 
theorem. 0 
In the above corollary, the case A = {x} (x EN) is Theorem in [7] and the case 
A =[O, l] (or =[O, 1)) is Theorem 6-1 in [8]. In fact, if there exists a chain of paths 
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{L,} connecting some finite (or infinite) sequence {N,} consisting of some different 
components N, of N and N u U (15,) contains a deformation retract M’ of M as 
in Theorem 6-l of [B], then we may assume that U {L,}cM’. Connect L,-I nN, 
and L, n N, by a path LL in N,, and put A = IJ {L”} u U {LA} and B = M’n N, then 
A and B satisfy all the conditions of Corollary 2.2. 
3. A necessary condition for the embedding problem (A) 
In this section, we give a necessary condition for Problem (A). 
3.1. Theorem. Let M be an E-manifold and N a Z-submanifold of M. Assume that 
M c E and cl M = N is bicollared in E. Then the inclusion i: N c M induces the 
r-homomorphism 
i,:H,(N)+H,(M) 
of homology groups (that is, there is a homomorphism h : H,(M) + H,(N) which is 
a right inverse of i, (i.e., i,h = id)) and 
j*a : H,+,(M, N) + H,(cW\M)) 
is an isomorphism where j: N c cl(E\M) is the inclusion and a is the connecting 
homomorphism of the reduced homology sequence. 
Proof. Put Y = cl(E\M). From the Mayer-Vietoris reduced homology sequence, 
we have an isomorphism 
k:H*(N)&~(Y)@H,(M) 
defined by k(z) = (j*(z), -i*(z)) for z E I?*(N). Let 
k-‘(z) = h(z,)+h’(zJ for (zr, r2)~H*(Y)OH.+(M). 
Then note that hj,- h’i, = id; j*h = id; j,h’ = 0; -i,h’ = id; -i,h = 0, hence 
i, :H,(N)+H.JM) is an epimorphism which has a right inverse -h’. Thus we 
have the first assertion. Next, we have the following split short exact sequence from 
the reduced homology sequence of the pair (M, N) 
O+H,+,(M,N)~fi,(N)~H~(M)+O, 
hence we have an isomorphism 
k’: H,+,(M, N)@&(M) +4?,(N) 
defined by k’(zr, z2) = &z,)- h’(.zz) for (zr, ZJE H,+I(M, N)@&?,(M). Observe 
that the isomorphism kk’ maps (zr, z2) E H*+l(M, N)OH,(M) to 
kk’(zr, z~)=(j&r), -z~)EH*(Y)OH*(M) 
hence j*a : H,+l(M, N) +I?,( Y) is an isomorphism. 0 
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4. Necessary and sufficient conditions under some homotopical assumptions 
It is easy to see that a contractible E-manifold M can be embedded in E with 
N the topological boundary of M in E for any Z-submanifold N of M. In this 
section, we consider Problem (A) under some homotopical assumptions for M and 
N. First, we consider the case where N is contractible. 
4.1. Theorem. Let M be an E-manifold and N a contractible Z-submanifold of M. 
Then in order that M can be embedded in E so that N is the topological boundary 
of M in E, it is necessary and sufficient that M is also contractible. 
Proof. Sufficiency is trivial. Assume that M c E and bd M = N and put Y = 
cl(E\M). From Proposition 5-6 in [8], we may assume that N is bicollared in E. 
It is easy to see that M and Y are connected. By the Seifert-Van Kampen Theorem 
[6, Ch. 4, Theorem 2.21, n,(E) is the free product rI(M) * rI(Y) of rI(M) and 
ri( Y) because ni(N) = 1. Thus r,(M) is contained in a trivial group, so rl(M) = 1. 
From Theorem 3.1, the inclusion i: N +M induces the epimorphism i, : H,(N) --* 
H,(M). Since e,(N) = 0, k,(M) = 0, hence M is contractible. 0 
4.2. Corollary. Let M be an E-manifold with at most dens(E) components and N 
a Z-submanifold of M. 
(i) Assume that each component of M is contractible. Then in order that M can 
be embedded in E so that N is the topological boundary of M in E, it is necessary 
and sufficient that the inclusion i: N c M induces the epimorphism i, : Ho(N) + 
Ho(M) of 0-th homology groups, that is, each component of M contains at least one 
component of N. 
(ii) Assume that each component of N is contractible. Then in order that M can 
be embedded in E so that N is the topological boundary of M in E, it is necessary 
and sufficient that each component of Mis also contractible and the inclusion i: N c M 
induces the epimorphism i, : Ho(N) + H,(M) of 0-th homology groups, that is, each 
component of Mcontains at least one component of N. 
Proof. (i) Trivial. (ii) Sufficiency follows from (i). We show necessity. Assume that 
M c E and bd M = N is bicollored in E. From Theorem 3.1, the inclusion i: N c M 
induces the epimorphism i* : H&N) + Ho(M). We must show that each component 
of M is contractible. Let MO be a component of M and No = N nMO, and put 
Y = cl(E\Mo). From the Mayer-Vietoris reduced homology sequence of {Y, MO}, 
the inclusion No c Y induces an isomorphism E?o(N,,) = fiO( Y) because MO is con- 
nected, hence Ho(NO)=Ho(Y); each component of Y contains exactly one com- 
ponent of No. Let { Yh /A E A} and {NA 1 A E A} be the collections of all components 
of Y and No respectively, where Nh c YA for each A E A and A # A’ implies Y,, # Yh, 
and N,, # Nh,. Apply the above theorem for the pair (Y*, N,,), then Yh is contractible, 
hence Nh is a strong deformation retract of Y*. Thus MO is a strong deformation 
retract of E, therefore MO is contractible. 0 
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Next, we consider the case where M has the homotopy type of the n-sphere S”. 
4.3. Theorem. Let M be an E-manifold of homotopy type of S” (n 2 1) and hr a 
Z-submanifold of M. Assume that each component of N is simply connected, when 
n 2 2. Then in order that M can be embedded in E so that N is the topological 
boundary of M in E, it is necessary and sufficient that for some component No of N 
the inclusion i: No CM induces the epimorphism i, : rr,(NJ + r,(M) of the n-th 
homotopy groups. This is the condition under which N contains a deformation retract 
of M. 
Proof. (Sufficiency) Since i, : 7r” (NO) + rr, (M) is surjective, there is an embedding 
cx : S” + No such that icu represents the generator of r,(M). Since M has the 
homotopy type of S”, io is a homotopy equivalence, hence so is the inclusion 
i/a (S”) : LY (S”) + M. Since N contains a deformation retract (Y (S”) of M, M can be 
embedded in E so that bd A4 = N. 
(Necessity) Assume that M c E and bd M = N is bicollared in E and put Y = 
cl(E\M). From the Mayer-Vietoris reduced homology sequence, it is easily shown 
that the inclusion N c Y induces an isomorphism tie(N) =fiO( Y) because M is 
connected, hence HO(N)=EIO(Y); each component of Y contains exactly one 
component of N. Let { Yh 1 A E A} and {Nh 1 A E A} be the collections of all components 
of Y and N respectively, where NA c YA for each A and A #A’ implies Yh Z YAf 
and Iv, # NA!. Then 
ff,(Y, N) = 0 HAY,, NA). 
AEA 
Since H,+r( Y, N) =fi.+(M) =Z-?*(S”), there is some AOc A such that H,( Yhr N*) = 0 
for each A # A0 and 
i,a:H,+r(YA,, NhO)+~&W 
is an isomorphism, where i: NhO c M is the inclusion. 
Case n = 1. Since the Hurewicz homomorphism of 7r1(Nh0) to Hr(N,,) is surjective 
and 7rI(M) =I-IH,(M), i * : ni(NA,) + rl(M) is surjective. 
Case n 2 2. By the Seifert-Van Kampen Theorem [6, Ch. 4, Theorem 2.21, TV 
is the free product of {7rI(M u Y,)lA EA} because M is simply connected. Then 
each rI(M u Yh) is a trivial group which is the free product of rl(M) and rr(YA) 
because Nh is simply connected. Hence 7rI(Yh) is trivial, that is, each component 
Y* of Y is simply connected. Since 
H,+r(Yk,, NJ = H,(M) = 0 for each q <n, 
we have n,,,.r( YhO, NhO) = H,+r( Y,,, NJ by the relative Hurewicz Theorem. Then 
i,a : rn + I ( Yho, Nho) + rn 04 
is an isomorphism, hence i* : rrTT, (N,,) + r,,(M) is surjective. q 
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4.4. Question. Does Theorem 4.3 hold without the assumption of simply con- 
nectedness when n 3 2? 
In the following, we give a necessary and sufficient condition for Problem (A) 
in the case N has the homotopy type of S” (n 5 2). 
4.5. Theorem. Let M be an E-manifold and N a Z-submanifold of M which has 
the homotopy type of S” (n 3 2). Then in order that M can be embedded in E so that 
N is the topological boundary of M in E, it is necessary and suficient that N contains 
a deformation retract of M. 
Proof. Sufficiency follows from the Theorem in [7]. Assume that M cE and 
bd M = N is bicollared in E (cf. 5-6 in [8]) and put Y = cl(E\M). Similarly as in 
proof of Theorem 4.1, M is simply connected. From the reduced Mayer-Vietoris 
sequence follows 
k+(N) &.JM)O&( Y). 
Since k,(N) = e,(S”), fiq (M) = 0 for q # n and fin(M) = 0 or =z. 
Case l!?“(M) = 0. Since M is simply connected and I?*(M) = 0, M is contractible, 
hence N contains a deformation retract of M. 
Case I?,,(M) =z. Then fi,( Y) = 0, hence the inclusion i: N c M induces an 
isomorphism i, : H,(N) +H,(M). By the Whitehead Theorem, i, : n*(N) + r,(M) 
us also an isomorphism, therefore the inclusion i: N c M is a homotopy equivalence, 
that is, N is a deformation retract of M. 0 
4.6. Question. Does Theorem 4.5 hold when n = l? 
5. Embedding theorems with complement conditions 
Let M be a connected E-manifold and N a Z-submanifold of M. In the previous 
paper [8], we proved that in order that M can be embedded in E so that bd M = N 
and cl(E\M) is contractible, it is necessary and sufficient that the quotient space 
M/N is contractible, and we gave a necessary and sufficient condition under that 
M can be embedded in E so that bd M = N and each component of cl(E\M) is 
contractible. In this section, we improve these results and answer Problem (B). 
5.1. Theorem. Let M be a connected E-manifold and N a Z-submanifold of M. In 
order that M can be embedded in E so that N is the topological boundary of M in E 
and each component of the closure of the complement of M in E is contractible, it is 
necessary and suficient that the quotient space M/q, is contractible, where %?W is 
the collection of all components of N. 
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Proof. (Sufficiency) Put C = M, Co =N and D = the set of representatives of 
components of N, and apply Theorem 2.1. 
(Necessity) Assume that M c E, bd M = N and each component of cl(E\M) is 
contractible. From the following lemma, h4/?ZN = E/%‘cl(E,Mj has the homotopy type 
of E, hence it is contractible. 0 
5.2. Lemma. LetXbe an ANR and Ya union of a discrete collection @of contractible 
closed sets in X. Then the quotient map q: (X, Y)+ (Xl%?, Y/V) is a homotopy 
equivalence. 
Proof. Similarly as Lemma 5-l in [8]. 0 
5.3. Theorem. Let M be a connected E-manifold and N a Z-submanifold of M. 
Then in order that M can be embedded in E so that N is the topological boundary 
of M in E and the closure of the component of M in E has the homotopy type of the 
n-sphere S” (n 2 l), it is necessary and sufficient that there exist an embedding 
a :S” + N and a retraction r:N +a(S”) such that the adjunction space M u,-1,s” 
is contractible. Here we assume that N is simply connected when n 2 2. 
Proof. Put C = M, CO = N, D = cy (S”), then the sufficiency follows from Theorem 
2.1. We show the necessity. Assume that M c E, bd M = N is bicollared in E and 
Y = cl(E\M) has the homotopy type of S”. Applying Theorem 4.3 for the pair 
(Y, N), it follows that the inclusion j: N c Y induces the epimorphism j* : r,(N) + 
n,(Y). Then there exists an embedding (Y : S” + N such that ja! represents the 
generator of rr,,( Y) =Z. Since Jay :S” + Y is a homotopy equivalence, a(S”) is a 
deformation retract of Y. Let d,: Y + Y (t E I) be a deformation retract of Y onto 
a (S”), i.e., do = id and dI : Y + cr (S”) is a retraction. Put r = dIIN: N + a (S”), then 
r is a retraction of N onto LY (S”). Note that j’r is homotopic to i, where j’ : (Y (S”) c Y 
is the inclusion. Since N has a collar in M, M u,-1,s” has the same homotopy 
type as M “nM(a-‘r). Let c:M(cu-‘r)+S” be the collapsing map. Then 
jac : M(a -*r) + Y is a homotopy equivalence. Observe that ~CUZ IN = j’r is homotopic 
to j: N + Y. By the Homotopy Extension Theorem, jcuc is homotopic to a homotopy 
equivalence h :M(F’r) + Y such that h IN = j, hence M unM(a-‘r) and M u Y = 
E have the same homotopy type. Therefore M ua-lrSn has the same homotopy 
type as E, so it is contractible. 0 
5.4. Remark. If Theorem 4.3 holds without the assumption of simply connected- 
ness, then so does the above theorem. 
When n 3 2, we have the following necessary and sufficient condition. 
5.5. Theorem. Let M be a connected E-manifold and N a simply connected Z- 
submanifold of M. Then in order that M can be embedded in E so that N is the 
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topological boundary of M in E and the closure of the complement of M in E has 
the homotopy type of the n-sphere S” (n 2 2), it is necessary and sufficient that there 
exists an embedding (Y : B”+’ + M of the (n + I)-ball such that 
(i) a(Bnfl)n=a(S”)isaretractofN,and 
(ii) CY (B”+‘) v N is a deformation retract of M. 
Proof. We may show only necessity. Assume that M c E, bd M = N is bicollared 
in E and Y = cl(E\M) has the homotopy type of S” (n 3 2). From Theorem 3.1, 
. . 
we have an lsomorphlsm ~*a:H,+i (M, N) + g*( I’) where j: N = Y is the inclusion 
and a is the connecting homomorphism of the reduced homology sequence. It is 
easy to see that M is also simply connected. Using the Hurewicz Theorem, we 
have an isomorphism j*a : r”+i(M, N) + 7r,, (Y) G Z. Take an embedding cr : Bntl + 
Msothatcr(S”)=a(B”+‘)nNanda:(B”+’ , S”) + (M, N) represents the generator 
of T,+~(M, N). Since jcu IS”: S” + Y represents the generator of GT”( Y), jcu IS” is a 
homotopy equivalence, hence (Y (S”) is a deformation retract of Y so it is a retract 
of N. 
Notethata(B”+‘)uN is simply connected, then H,.M, (Y (B”+‘) u N) = 0 implies 
that (Y (B”+‘) u N is a deformation retract of M [5, Ch. VII, 8.31. Thus we may 
show that H,(M, (Y (B “+I) u N) = 0. By excision, 
(Y* :H.+.(B”+’ ,S”)+H,(CX(B”“)UN,N) 
is an isomorphism. From the homology sequence of the triple (M, (Y (B”+‘) u N, N), 
we have 
Hq(M,a(B”+‘)uN)~Hq(M,N)=O ifq#n+l,n+2. 
And H,+l(M, cr(B”+‘) uN)=H,+z(M, o(B”+l) UN) = 0 follows from the follow- 
ing diagram: 
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6. Examples 
The following example shows that the condition of Theorem 3.1 is not sufficient 
for the embedding problem (A) and that the condition (iv) of Corollary 2.2 cannot 
be replaced by the condition: A u B contains a deformation retract of M. 
6.1. Example. Let S: US: be a disjoint union of two circles S: and S: and let 
f:S:uS:+S’beamapof S:uS: toacircleS’withdeg(flS:)=3 anddeg(flS:)= 
-2. Consider the pair 
of E-manifolds with N a Z-set in M. It is easy to see that the inclusion i: N c it4 
induces an r-homomorphism i, : H,(N) + H,(M). But M has the homotopy type 
of S’ and N has just two components N1 = S: XE and NZ = S: XE. Since the 
homomorphism nr(Ni) + ri(M) induced from the inclusion Ni c it4 (i = 1,2) is not 
surjective, it follows from Theorem 4.3 that M cannot be embedded in E so that 
N is the topological boundary of M in E. 
Moreover, let A’ be an arc in M(f) such that A’nSS! (i = 1,2) is the end point 
of A’. Consider closed sets A = A’x E and B = N in M and N respectively. 
Obviously, these sets satisfy the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of Corollary 2.2. Since 
the inclusion A u B c M induces the epimorphism rl(A u B) + r,(M), A u B con- 
tains a deformation retract of M (cf. the proof of Theorem 4.3). 
The next example shows that Theorem 5.5 does not hold when n = 1. 
6.2. Example. Let T be a tubular neighbourhood of a non-trivial knot in R3. 
Consider the pair 
(M, N) = (cl(lR3\T) x E, bd T x E) 
of E-manifolds with N a Z-set in M. Obviously, M can be embedded in E so that 
N is the topological boundary of M in E and the closure of the complement of M 
in E has the homotopy type of a circle S’. Assume that there exists an embedding 
(Y :B*+M of a disk B* with the conditions (i) and (ii) in Theorem 5.5. Since a(S’) 
is a retract of N, (Y represents a generator of TV. But any closed path representing 
a generator of rl(bd T) is not null-homotopic in cl(R3\T). This is a contradiction. 
Hence (M, N) does not satisfy the condition of 5.5. 
Finally, we remark that even if M can be embedded in E so that N is the 
topological boundary of M in E, such an embedding of M in E is not unique as 
follows. 
6.3. Example. Let M=S’xB*xE and N=S’xS’xE. Then (M,N) is an E- 
manifold pair with N a Z-set in M. And let (Ye, cy2: S’ x B*+ R3 be embeddings SO 
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that ~yr(S~ x(0)) is a trivial knot in R3 and (YZ(S~ X(0)) is a non-trivial knot in R3, 
that is, ar(S’ x B*) and (Y#’ xB*) are tubular neighbourhoods of a trivial knot 
and a non-trivial knot in iR3 respectively. Then 
aiXid:M=S’XB2XE+R3xE~E (i=1,2) 
are embeddings of A4 such that 
bd ai xid(M) = (bd cui(S’ xB*)) XE 
=q(SIXS1)XE 
= ai x id(N) (i = 1, 2). 
However, there is no homeomorphism /3 : Iw3 x E + Iw3 x E so that (Y~ x id = p ((~2 x id) 
because 
R3xE\~~xid(M)=(R3\~~(S’xB2))xE (i=1,2) 
and R3\aI(S’ xB*) and R3\a2(S’ XB*) have not the same homotopy type (see [2]). 
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